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Case study

The birthday Carol-Anne
wants to forget

Carol-Anne Warnock
and her father Jimmy
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uadbikes and ATVs can be a handy and
efficient way to get around the farm or
croft, but they can also be extremely
dangerous if the proper safety measures
are not enforced.
Father and daughter duo Jimmy and CarolAnne Warnock farm Sandilands Farm in
Lanark. Earlier this year, Carol-Anne had a
birthday she’ll never forget because of a serious
quad bike accident.
Jimmy explains what happened on January
3: “We had already drawn some lambs in to
go to the market and we were going up to the
other farm to draw more in and tag them.
“When Carol-Anne was tagging the first
lot, she came out and jumped on the trailer
which was attached to my quad bike with the
dog. On our way to the second lot, the trailer
jumped off the ball of the bike. At the time she
was standing on the drawbar and she went
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straight onto the tarmac road, hitting her head.
“Carol-Anne suffered facial injuries. She
broke her cheekbone, jawbone and many teeth.
She didn’t have any recollection of what had
happened. When the paramedics arrived on
scene they sedated her and took her by air
ambulance to the Queen Elizabeth Hospital
in Glasgow.
“She was operated on, and in hospital for a
total of 12 days and then she returned home.
However, she was resubmitted after catching
an infection around her wounds.
“The police came as well, and they took
pictures of the bike and the trailer. They
couldn’t find any fault. They wrote an incident
report and said there would be no ensuing
enquiries if Carol-Anne was okay. That was
the last we heard of it from them.
“It tends to be the person driving the quad
who wears the helmet, and unfortunately
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for Carol-Anne on this occasion she was
the one who was exposed and suffered the
consequences.”
Although Carol-Anne’s injuries were
serious she is expected to make a full recovery
and there is likely to be no lasting damage,
superficial or otherwise. This being said,
Jimmy admits it was an entirely
avoidable accident.
It is important to remember ‘one seat, one
bum’ when using an ATV vehicle. If there is
only one seat, it is because only one person
should be on the vehicle. Carol-Anne’s injuries
were severe, but the outcome could have been
much worse.
The injuries suffered during this incident
highlight just how dangerous an ATV accident
can be, and just how important it is for anyone
driving one to wear a helmet at all times and
not to carry passengers in a trailer.
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